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8 out of 10 stylists agree that ILLUMINA COLOR gives the 
most natural-looking colour results they’ve ever seen.*

       ILLUMINA COLOR      

For more information, contact your Wella Professionals Account Manager, 
call 01202 595700 or visit www.wella.com

SHEER LUXURIOUS COLOUR THAT‘S 
LUMINOUS IN EVERY KIND OF LIGHT

• ILLUMINA COLOR elevates light to its highest spectrum revealing 
  previously unseen potential in hair

•      
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editor’sWORDS
This is the last issue of Salon Business in 2015 and we can’t quite  believe it. It’s b een a great 
year with some striking innovation across the industry from outside-of-the-box events such 

as NOISE and our very own Salon Business Awards, to new salon openings and new ways to 
market. 

What has struck us about the past year 
is time – or the lack of. Everyone we 
talk to seems to be working tirelessly to 
achieve their goals, which is what makes 
this industry so inspirational, but it’s also 
changing the dynamics.

Clients who are also pushed for time in 
this post-recession era we’re living in, are 
faced with decisions about what to cut 
out of their routine. It is this that has seen 
the popularity of blowdry bars surge, and 

now colour bars are also fi nding their 
place. 

When it’s done with the right approach, 
it can  be a smart business move for any 
salon owner – less time in the chair for 
the client, means more clients through 
the door. And if it’s what the client wants 
then it’s even better. But  what could 
be next, cuts without blowdries [we’ve 
heard of clients who would give them up 
in a fl ash] or worse, colour left to develop 

while the client goes shopping?  

We don’t know what 2016 will bring, but 
there is of course still a place for luxury 
days spent being pampered in the salon – 
and that’s what we’re holding on to.

‘have a good Christmas.

Jo Charlton
Publishing Editor

JC Publishing Ltd, Offi ce 104, 176 South Street, Romford, Essex, RM1 1BW
e: info@salonbusiness.co.uk 

NOTE: The views expressed in Salon Business do not necessarily represent those of the publisher. Salon Business does not accept responsibility for the loss 
or damage of material submitted for publication. Reproduction of any material without permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited.
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down with Guy

BREAKING 
NEWS

The Banking Hall in London was the grand 
venue for a sold out evening with Fellowship 
Hairdresser of The Year Guy Kremer alongside 
key guests including Maria Grachvogel and 
Isabell Kristensen.

Guests were treated to a glimpse 
into Guy’s professional and 
personal background as he was 
joined by hair journalist Maria 
Weijers for an insightful 
interview. Guy spoke of 
his move from France 
to Winchester adding: 
“English hair is creative 
with an avant garde look 
whereas French hair is 
classic. I mix the two 
and I love to deconstruct 
and then construct the 
hair again.” 

The hall then fi lled with 
music as the staircase 
provided a stunning catwalk 
for his fi rst three models with 
full on fl oral accessories by 
Corinne Jullian. Then it was demo 
time and Guy worked with what he 
described as “the fabric of the hair” 
to create a high impact fi nish created 
through texture and strong silhouettes. 

Other looks included big red curls that were 
transformed live onstage into a pre-prepared 
pin curl look underneath. Huge hair was created 
with an obvious attention to detail as Guy 
presented this bold fi nished look. 

After an opportunity to get a closer look of all 
of the models, Guy then took the opportunity 
to thank everyone for their support and 
involvement in creating such a fantastic 
show. He welcomed onstage special guests 
Maria Grachvogel and Isabell Kristensen who 
had provided the beautiful dresses for the 
evening and Shaun Leane who had provided 
the stunning jewellery. It was then that Guy 
welcomed back his fi nal model to complete 
the look with another piece from the renowned 
jewellery designer. 

Liam Robinson from ClubStar Art Team 2015 
said: “Hearing from Guy’s infl uences and how 
he takes French and English styles to create his 
own unique twist on modern hairdressing was 
so beautiful and captivating.” 

Guests were treated to a glimpse 

Corinne Jullian. Then it was demo 
time and Guy worked with what he 
described as “the fabric of the hair” 
to create a high impact fi nish created 
through texture and strong silhouettes. 

business 
brainstorm
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 e  2015
The Salon Business Awards Ultimate 
Salon of the Year 2014/15 has scooped 
yet another accolade at a glittering 
ceremony held at Fontwell Racecourse 
in West Sussex.

Q Hair and Beauty was named Best 
Hair Salon in the ETC Magazine annual 
awards but also owner Anthony 
Barnes-Smith received the prestigious 
Lifetime Achievement award.

“This is our year,” said Dawn 
Lawrence, Managing Director of Q 
Hair and Beauty, remarking on a huge 
list of achievements over the past 12 
months.

At the beginning of 2015, Q was 
awarded the prestigious Clarins Gold 
Status as well as the Salon Business 
Awards Ultimate Large Salon – to 
name but a few.

Now, as 2015 draws towards to a 
close, the Etc Magazine’s Best Hair 
Salon and Lifetime Achievement 
title for Anthony Barnes-Smith add 
more fi tting tributes to the multi-award-
winning salon. This comes in the same 
year that saw Anthony celebrate an 
incredibly successful 55 years in the 
hairdressing industry and his 70th 
birthday with a spectacular QFest in a 
beautiful woodland glade.

“This has been a fantastic year for us 
and Anthony and I are so proud of our 
team and thrilled to see all their efforts 
acknowledged by prestigious awards,” 
says Dawn. “These accolades refl ect 
the hard work and dedication of all 
the Q team and make worthwhile the 
enormous efforts we put into training 
and encouraging our team to always 
be the very best they can be.”

#sebastianartist
Sebastian Professional launched 
a social media competition to 
discover the next big thing in 
hairdressing with a money-can’t-
buy prize.

The prize? The opportunity for one 
stylist to assist the Creative Style 
Artists and Sebastian Professional 
Cult Team backstage at this year’s 
annual TrendVision Award UK 
& Ireland Final at the Camden 
Roundhouse, plus a dedicated 
video crew during the day to 
document the winning entrant’s 
unique backstage experience.

Abby McPherson from Ultimate 
Hair & Beauty salon shone through 
and she was announced as the 
winner. She went on to experience 
a once in a lifetime opportunity to 
work with Sebastian Creative Style 
Artists Dom Capel and Angelo 
Vallillo.

“The whole experience from start 
to fi nish was amazing and I’ve 
got some wonderful and exciting 
memories in photographs and a 
video. Seeing my work on stage 
was a surreal and memorable 
moment in my career,” says Abby.

The Fellowship held a 
Business Brainstorm 
event at Wella Studios in 
London, featuring one on 
one interviews and a Q&A 
session, with proceeds going 
to industry charity HABB.

Edward Hemmings kicked 
off the concept, before 
introducing Chairman Hellen 
Ward to the stage for her 
interview with designer Cath 
Kidston MBE. 

Cath began by talking about 
why in 1999 the lack of 
effective internet had led her 
to use her own name as a 
way of her existing clients 
being able to fi nd her. She 
went on to entertain the 
audience with stories of 
successful town hall sales and 
even forgetting to lock the 
shop door. 

Then it was on to second 
guest interviewee Des 
Gunwardena CEO of D and 
D London. He spoke of his 
second restaurant opening 

with 
400 
covers, 
which was a 
concern during a recession. 
But, with its popularity soaring, 
he spoke fondly of past 
memories. 

For the Q&A, Clive Collins 
from HOB Salons, Patricia 
Buller from Ciente and Sean 
Hanna from seanhanna 
Hairdressing, joined both 
Hellen and Edward on stage 
to talk about the minimum 
wage, creating your own salon 
product range and establishing 
and maintaining a strong 
working team. 

Charlotte Johnson, from The 
Annexx, said: “Cath Kidston 
and Des Gunwardena spoke 
about the good times and 
the bad times which have led 
them to where they are today. 
It was really fascinating.”
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400 
covers, 
which was a 
concern during a recession. 
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Group Momentum is on the up with a 
brand new partnership with Graham Webb 
International. The addition of this 10 salon 
business takes Group Momentum to a 
burgeoning 25 salons. 

Linton Husbands, managing director says: 
“This is very much a union and a partnership 
and I believe fi rmly that this is what gives us 
our major point of difference. With Group 
Momentum, we retain these unique salon 
businesses as they are: identities, names, 
salon teams and leadership.”
 
Graham Webb International is a 35 year 
established business with an embedded 

reputation for creative excellence both here in 
the UK and in the United States. This ‘home 
counties’ group remains known and 
loved amongst its loyal client base 
in South London and Kent and 
it is this that makes GWI a 
perfect brand fi t for Group 
Momentum.

on a roll
counties’ group remains known and 
loved amongst its loyal client base 

sssshhhhhhhh
Colour queen Christel Lundqvist is 
opening her own salon in Bayswater 
early next year called STIL [a nod to 
her roots as it’s the Swedish word 
for style]. Watch this space.

inspired
Members of 3•6•5 Education headed to the 
brand’s annual Symposium last month to get the 
latest in business building education.

Ruffi ans founder Andrew Cannon, salon owner 
Robert Cromeans and Human Lie Detector 
Darren Stanton were invited to get up onstage 
and inspire the 140 plus hairdressers across the 
two day conference. 

As well as bringing 3•6•5 Education members 
together, it gave the perfect opportunity to 
reward long-standing members of the club.

Julie Heywood of Gershwins, Mark and Gary 
of Gary Williams, Jane Attew of Pruners and 
Anthony and Dawn of Q Hairdressing, were 
among those recognised after reaching their 
30th year of membership. 

Director of 3•6•5 Education, Ken West said: 
“I’m so proud that the 3•6•5 membership 
has been integral to so many successful salon 
businesses across the country over the last 33 
years, with many members that have been with 
us since the beginning.

“The membership is constantly growing 
and evolving, and our Symposium 
allows us to recognise the members 
that are growing and evolving with us 
over the years. Congratulations to all the 
salons that have reached the 10, 15, 20 
and 30 year milestones.” 

NewsNov.indd   8 07/11/2015   09:37



HOW HAVE YOU REACHED NEW AND OLD 
CLIENTS WITH THE NIOXIN SERVICES IN 
YOUR SALON?
Hair thinning is a concern for many of 
my clients. Being able to offer them a 
cosmetic solution to help them make 
the most of the hair they have is really 
important. Many people think about 
treating their face but forget to treat the 
skin on the scalp with the same care and 
attention. I always like to start someone 
on a new haircare regime with the 
NIOXIN Dermabrasion treatment – a 
really refreshing scalp service, like a 
facial for the scalp.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO ESTABLISH 
YOUR SALON AND STAFF AS EXPERTS IN 
THINNING HAIR?
Not long because we could immediately 
see the benefit it was going to have 
on our business. We worked with the 
NIOXIN team to ensure all our team 
were trained and ready to go as soon 
as the range was in-salon. All our staff 
understand the benefits and our 

clients trust their expertise. I have a 
strong belief in NIOXIN as I’ve seen how 
it can really change clients’ appearance 
and confidence. 

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO OTHER 
SALON OWNERS THINKING OF TAKING 
NIOXIN ON?
Do it, you won’t regret it. It’s vital that 
you’re offering all your clients services 
and products that are right for them. 
They come to you for advice and 
guidance on their hair. With thinning 
hair being one of clients’ biggest 
concerns, NIOXIN is the key. Speak to 
other salons that have taken on 
NIOXIN and ensure that you work 
with the team to ensure everyone is 
trained so the excitement builds from 
team to clients. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NIOXIN 
VISIT NIOXIN.CO.UK, CONTACT YOUR 
WELLA ACCOUNT MANAGER OR 
CALL 01202 595700

In the second part of our 

education series, NIOXIN’s 

Education Ambassador Kay 

McIntyre of McIntyre’s, returns. 

She’s answers our gruelling 

questions about how to 

successfully integrate NIOXIN 

into your salon, from educating 

those who suffer from thinning 

hair [a number that  is steadily 

growing], to making your salon 

seen as the experts. NIOXIN is 

dedicated to delivering thicker, 

fuller-looking hair for every client 

– and with it, you can be too. 

advice

coach
thinninghair
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Keep your staff on an even keel with a clearly 
defi ned career path using our dedicated feature 

this month.

P12 CARVE IT OUT
THE BENEFITS OF AN ESTABLISHED CAREER 
PATH AND HOW TO DO IT

GOT FIVE
P20 FIVE ON WORKING WITH FAMILY 
P22 FIVE ON MUSIC LICENCES
P26 FIVE ON TURNING A NEGATIVE AROUND
P28 FIVE ON BUSINESS PLANS

P34 ALLISON WEBSTER-FORD ANSWERS 
OUR QU’S 
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The chance to follow a successful career 

path is surely one of the main draws of 

joining the hairdressing industry. Helen Bird 

discovers, from salon owners and stylists, 

why progression and development should 

be a neverending journey.

carve itout
Career.indd   13 07/11/2015   12:29



There are few industries that could offer the 
kind of job stability and career progression 
that hairdressing can; in fact, you can carve 
out a lifelong path if you work hard enough. 
And because the industry is constantly 
evolving, that education continues however 
high in the ranks you may have climbed. We 
talk to a few in the industry whose success 
is testament to continual learning.

nurture to success
Salon owners and managers shouldn’t 
underestimate the value of investing in their 
staff’s career paths, as Anne Veck knows 
all too well. “From an employer’s point of 
view,” she says, “this investment creates a 
happier workforce. Happier employees are 
more productive and it lowers a company’s 
turnover [of staff].”

With two hugely successful salons, it 
comes as no surprise that Anne is big on 
standards when it comes to her teams. “We 
expect everyone who works for us to have 
personal and professional goals, to stretch 
themselves,” she says. “Otherwise it’s 
difficult for them to remain motivated and 
improve their standards.”

Francesco Group is another reputable name 
that places much importance on career 
progression. Alice Reeve, owner of its 
Lichfield salon, says: “It keeps staff focused 
on their job if they know there is a career 
path set out for them. All my staff, during 
start-of-year appraisals, go through their 
hopes and ambitions for the coming few 
years. It helps them concentrate on the here 
and now knowing they’re working towards 
personal and team goals.”

For Paul and Saranne Corbett, who head 
up the Francesco Group Streetly salon, 
setting small goals is key to keeping staff 
striving for success. “These small goals 
help keep everyone motivated and make 
the path towards their dreams that little less 
daunting,” they tell Salon Business. “We 
communicate with our team constantly 
on a one-to-one basis to ensure they feel 
supported in reaching their goals.”

And making the investment in the team is a 
two-way street, adds Alice. “What you give, 
you get back,” she explains. “I try and tailor 
the courses for their individual needs, either 
within the company or outside.”

be bespoke 
Indeed, mentoring staff on an individual basis 
and tailoring their training according to their 
strengths and career goals is something 
that Anne firmly believes in. “You most 
certainly cannot ‘tar everyone with the 
same brush’, especially in the hairdressing 
world,” she says. “Some people want to be 
creative, others want to grow up the ranks in 
management. You need to have a structured 
appraisal system in place, supported by 
continuous informal communication.”

Paul and Saranne agree: At their salon, their 
commitment to training shines through. 
“Every piece of time and money that we’ve 
invested into everybody individually has 
helped to shape the good vibe that our salon 
has. Not only does it shape the skills of your 
employees, it also gives them great stories 
to tell.”

take your passion
Great stories indeed, as we find out from the 
talented hairdressers we speak to. Seung-ki 
Baek’s passion for his craft is further fuelled 
by education, he believes. “I think the most 
important thing for any career is firstly 
enjoyment and passion – if you don’t have 
this, your career path will become difficult. 
Even now I’m still as passionate as I was 
when I first set out in my career,” says the 
Rush Hair stylist and two-time Southern 
Hairdresser of the Year winner. 

“By throwing yourself into education and 
developing your skills, your career will 
become more interesting and your creative 
boundaries are unlimited.,” he says.

With more than 20 years’ experience in 
the business, Seung-ki’s evolution as a 
hairdresser has been long and fruitful, but 
is far from over. “Learning new skills and 
techniques every day excites me,” he 
says, adding that he’s fully supported in 
attending regular courses to expand his 
skill set.

 “This is essential to keep moving in the 
right direction and to allow clients the 

“It keeps staff focused on their job if they 

know there’s a career path set out for them. 

All my staff, during start-of-year appraisals, 

go through their hopes and ambitions for the 

coming few years. It helps them concentrate 

on the here and now knowing they’re working 

towards personal and team goals.”
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chance to experience many different 
services,” he adds.

Emmanuel Esteban, Style Director at Anne 
Veck’s Oxford salon, is equally passionate 
about career progression. “I think it’s 
important to evolve,” says the avant garde 
hair specialist. “Following a career and taking 
part in competitions, shows and hair events 
makes you aware of new techniques and 
skills, and sharing with the best hairdressers 
makes you a better hairdresser while 
developing your own style and personal 
techniques.”

make it happen
One common belief shared by both Seung-ki 
and Emmanuel is that practice is integral to 
progression in hairdressing – complacency 
simply isn’t an option if you want to achieve 
success. “Always train and practise, even if 
you think you’re good at what you do,” says 
Emmanuel, adding that Anne allows him to 
use the salon on his days off to create and 
learn.

And the reward for putting in the extra 
hours? With the advancement in skills and 
career progression that will surely result 
from it, comes increased client satisfaction 
and loyalty. Seung-ki says: “I have a lot of 
clients who have been with me for over nine 
years, which is a great testament to myself, 
the salon and the Rush brand. It shows that 
they put their trust in me and are open to my 
suggestions as they know this will benefit 
them.”

Paul and Saranne believe there is great value 
in this, too: “Clients love to be able to talk 
about how successful their hairdresser is. 
Never underestimate the power of that,” 
they explain. “Clients will also show great 
loyalty to somebody who is doing well 
in their career. We still have clients who 
remember us as apprentices, and they love 
to remind us of that every time we see 
them!”

looking to the top
It seems that, even after reaching salon 
owner stage, the hunger for success and 
career journey continues. Anne is one such 
example, stating: “I’m never satisfied – I 
can always improve. I keep this in the back 
of my mind at all times and take every 
opportunity to learn something. This keeps 
me motivated.”

For Seung-ki, the ultimate career goal is to 
become international creative director. “I also 
want to be the best educator I can be,” he 
adds.

When it comes to hairdressers whose 
careers our experts aspire to, responses 

range from Trevor Sorbie to Sam McKnight. 
Emmanuel cites quite the extensive list that 
includes Angelo Seminara, Dmitry Vinokurov, 
Christophe Gaillet, Indira Schauwecker “and 
of course Anne Veck”. All these hairdressers 
have really made the hairdressing industry 
evolve,” he adds. “They are visionaries.”

ongoing education
Nergish Wadia Austin, co-founder of PHAB 
Standard, tells Salon Business the value of 
developing skills and striving for quality:

“Continued professional development 
is essential to maintaining standards 
and delivering a high level of service to 
customers, but it is also crucial to keep 
employees’ passion alive.

“I strongly believe we are never too old 
to learn, and by using the PHAB Standard 
exams to support every stage of an 
employee’s life cycle, from recruitment to 
promotion, you can help their career within 
your business to progress forward.”

“Following a career and taking part in 

competitions, shows and hair events makes 

you aware of new techniques and skills, and 

sharing with the best hairdressers makes you 

a better hairdresser while developing your own 

style and personal techniques.”

17
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Keeping you abreast of the laws that affect 

you with some top notch advice from 

others like you. It’s all business. 

It’s all easy reading.
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“Like many salons across the UK, 
Boilerhouse is an independent, one-
of-a kind family ran business. I own 
the business with my husband, Steve 
Jones, alongside my son Felix and 
niece Saskia. 

In the past my father, sister and 
nephew have all been involved in the 
business so it’s fair 
to say Boilerhouse is 
a family affair – and 
we’ve certainly had 
our fair share of ups 
and downs! The 
bottom line is that 
we’re very lucky 
to be working with 
family, in an industry 
that we love and 
getting along so well 
(for the most part!).

Boilerhouse 
celebrates its 
30th anniversary 
this year, so we 
must be doing 
something right. I think people have 
misconceptions of family businesses 
and the challenges that are faced when 
working with the people you hold so 
closely to you. So here’s what we’ve 
learnt over the last 30 years about 
overcoming challenges and keeping a 
positive atmosphere in the salon while 
working with your nearest and dearest.

PICK YOUR TIME AND PLACE
Choose a calm and relaxed 
environment to talk about the important 
things to ensure that your relationship 
stays positive – if not for yourselves 
then for your clients.

Everyone’s opinion is important but 
be sure to pick your moment. A busy 

Saturday on the salon floor 
is probably not the best 
time to bring up issues or 
discuss important business 
matters. 

We’re very democratic in 
the way that we approach 
work and will always hold 
an informal vote across 
the team. Majority always 
wins, it’s the best way 
to stay fair and show 
appreciation for everyone’s 
opinions.

Another piece of advice 
would be to keep your 
home life and work life as 

separate as possible. Have a general 
rule that you don’t discuss work 
matters at home and vice versa. It’s a 
lot easier said than done but the right 
balance is very important for both your 
professional and personal relationships.

PLAY ON EACH OTHER’S STRENGTHS
For us, Saskia is the one that keeps 

RUNNING 
A FAMILY 
BUSINESS

Working with family can present its 
challenges, but there are few you 
can trust more, making it one of the 
best foundations for success. Salon 

owner Kim Le-Neveu, who owns 
Newcastle’s Boilerhouse with her husband 
Steve Jones, talks about the highs [and lows] 
of their family business. 
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Choose a calm 
and relaxed 

environment to 
talk about the 

important things 
to ensure that 

your relationship 
stays positive – if 

not for yourselves 
then for your 

clients.
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everyone calm and composed, Steve is the 
money man, Felix is the ideas man and I’m 
the creative one. It’s great to play on each 
other’s strengths and understand how we all 
fit into the business. 

It’s important to fully understand the individual 
personalities of people working in your 
business to get the most out of it. And let’s 
face it, who do you know better than your 
own family. 

COMMUNICATION IS KEY
Issues and challenges arise when people 
don’t talk to each other. Communication is 
one of the most important aspects of running 
a business, so by holding regular structured 
meetings it offers a platform for everyone to 
communicate. 

Even if conversation is heated and difficult 
you have to communicate to ensure everyone 
is on the same page. It’s imperative for team 
morale but more importantly will lead to the 
running of a successful business. 

The reliability and loyalty within a family 
ensures truthful conversations without 
offending anyone. Having said that, it’s also 
important to listen to all members of your 
team to ensure that no one is isolated; 
everyone has the same opportunities and is 
given the same information. 

BRAND IDENTITY
Use the family element of your business to 
build brand identity. Our clients in Jesmond 
all know and love the whole salon team as 
we give off a very homely and welcoming 
feel. The strong connection we all have to 
one another shines through our attitudes and 
personalities on the salon floor. Happy stylists 
will lead to happy clients.

TRUST YOUR GUT
My last piece of advice would be to trust your 
gut. If you follow your dream and vision then 
you know you’re doing the right thing. Involve 
the whole salon team at all levels of the 
business, family or not, and believe that you 
can all club together and create a successful 
business. 

BE UP TO DATE 
Everything from the magazines your clients 
are reading to the imagery you’re displaying 
on your walls should be current. We’re in the 
fashion business and nobody wants a hair 
cut or colour that’s old fashioned. So, unless 
everything about your salon is current, clients 
will assume your hairdressing is the same. 

got five
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Salon owners caught without the 
correct music licence in place could 
face serious legal proceedings and 
hefty legal costs. We’ve found out 

what it takes to make sure your salon 
is legally sound.
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BEING LEGAL 
It can be innocently overlooked by 
many, but whether playing music for 
customers or staff, the majority of hair 
and beauty salons are legally required 
to hold a licence in order to play music 
in public. This includes radio, TV, CD, 
and online. Basically, if you’ve got 
sound in your salon and no licence, 
you’re probably breaking the law. 

PPL, the UK’s music licensing 
organisation for recorded music, has 
put together a guide 
for small businesses 
that we’ve brought 
on, tailoring it to 
your salon, in an 
easy-to-read format. 
 
DO YOU NEED ONE?
Do you play 
recorded music 
anywhere in your 
salon where clients 
go? Or even on the 
phone when you put 
them on hold? Or 
do you offer iPad’s 
where guests can 
access music? If 
any of these are yes then you need a 
licence. 

Even if you only play music on rare 
occasions for events or selected 
times of the year, such as Christmas, 
you may still need a licence. And that 
counts for music played on TV in a staff 
room. 

If you’re a salon group spread over 
more than one site that uses recorded 
music, you’ll need separate licences 
for each site. The salon group can, 

however, arrange for all of its licences 
for music use to be included in one 
invoice. 

As for the type of licence you need, this 
varies, as does the cost.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?
The size of your business, how much 
recorded music you play, and the 
number of chairs and treatment tables 
you have, all effect the cost.  

To give you an idea, a salon 
with any combination of up 
to 10 treatment tables and 
chairs is £139 per annum. 

Alternatively, if your salon 
has five chairs or fewer 
and only uses traditional 
radio or television
broadcasts you may be 
eligible for a concessionary 
fee of 50 percent off this 
price.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I DON’T 
GET ONE?
The salon may face 
legal proceedings. A 

court can order the business to pay 
its outstanding music licence fees 
plus PPL’s legal costs and issue a 
court order banning the business 
from playing recorded music until all 
outstanding amounts have been paid 
in full. 

PPL will only take this action as a last 
resort and will always give businesses 
a reasonable opportunity to obtain 
a licence [or resolve any queries or 
concerns regarding their licence or their 
need for a licence] before doing so.

DO YOU NEED A 
MUSIC LICENCE

Even if you only
play  music

on rare occasions
for events

or selected 
times of 

year, such as 
Christmas, you
 may  still need 

a licence. 
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HOW DO I APPLY?
You can set up a PPL licence easily online 
at ppluk.com/apply-online Alternatively, you 
can speak to a PPL customer service advisor 
between the hours of 8am and 6pm Monday 
to Friday to discuss the best music licensing 
options for your business on 020 7534 1070. 
PPL licences then have to be renewed 
annually, but don’t worry, you’ll receive a 
renewal invoice 28 days prior to the expiry of 
your licence.

This licence covers millions of different 
recordings and negates the need for the 
business to obtain individual permission 
from all the different copyright holders and 
performers involved.

ANYTHING ELSE?
In most instances of recorded music being 
played in public, a music licence will be 
required from both PPL and PRS for Music. 
PPL collects and distributes licence fees for 
the use of recorded music on behalf of record 
companies and performers, while PRS for 
Music collects and distributes for the use of 
musical compositions and lyrics on behalf of 
songwriters, composers and publishers. Make 
sure your covered by both by heading to 
prsformusic.com 

got five
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TIGI has made popularity its mission. The 

journey? Creativity explored through 

the multiplicity of talent, groundbreaking 

product formulations interlinked with 

fashion and constant reinvention, all with 

one focus in mind: The hairdresser.
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the hairdresser, and the inspiration for new 
products such as Bed Head Joyride, is still 
ignited by myself, and the TIGI International 
Creative Team,” adds Anthony.

“I’ve always believed in sharing what I do 
through education. We have education 
teams working across the globe, on 
seminars and shows and Global events, 
such as TIGI World Release, held 
in Vegas last August, allowing 
the hairdresser to embrace 
everything TIGI. The 
hairdresser is at the heart 
of TIGI, everything we do is 
touched by the hairdresser.”

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT TIGI? 
GO TO TIGIPROFESSIONAL.COM
WOULD YOU LIKE A TIGI ACCOUNT 
MANAGER TO CONTACT YOU? 
PHONE 0844 844 0944 OR EMAIL: 
EU.CUSTOMERSERVICE@TIGIHAIRCARE.
COM FOR MORE INFORMATION ON TIGI 
EDUCATION CALL 0844 800 9121 OR 
EMAIL UK.EDUCATION@TIGIHAIRCARE.
COM

the history
The TIGI brand began after visionary Anthony 
Mascolo struggled to fi nd the right products 
to style and fi nish his haircuts and avant 
garde looks. 

“My brother Bruno had a vision to offer a 
complete service, encompassing cut, colour 
and education, and a professional hairdressing 
brand connecting everything together. When 
he moved to Dallas in the mid eighties, his 
vision materialised,” says Anthony.

Once the TIGI ball started rolling, the 
creativity kept coming and in 1996, the Bed 
Head Stick was born. It was the ideal product 
for the effortless fi nish that was a big at  the 
time and worked perfectly with the elevation 
of Brit pop and street fashion. 

This marked a momentous time in the history 
of the brand as Bed Head turned the whole 
world of styling products on its head – but 
this was only the beginning.

Since 2002 the Bed Head Studio has come 
to fruition, the TIGI International Creative 
Team and TIGI Global Academies have been 
founded and Catwalk, S Factor and ultimately 
TIGI copyright©olour have been launched. 
“Our philosophy has never changed. 
Everything we create commences with 

the clients

seminars and shows and Global events, 
such as TIGI World Release, held 
in Vegas last August, allowing 
the hairdresser to embrace 

hairdresser is at the heart 
of TIGI, everything we do is 
touched by the hairdresser.”

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT TIGI? 
GO TO TIGIPROFESSIONAL.COM
WOULD YOU LIKE A TIGI ACCOUNT 

PHONE 0844 844 0944 OR EMAIL: 
EU.CUSTOMERSERVICE@TIGIHAIRCARE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON TIGI 
EDUCATION CALL 0844 800 9121 OR 
EMAIL UK.EDUCATION@TIGIHAIRCARE.

“TIGI has been 
amazing. My clients 
love the products 
and my team loves 
the opportunities 

they’re given. We’ve 
been invited to so 
many inspirational 

events. The education 
has been invaluable. 

We’ve had huge 
support.” 

ANTHONY LABAN,  
ANTHONY LABAN 

HOME

“We’re especially 
proud of our 

team members 
who’ve been part 

of  TIGI 
Inspirational 

Youth. Dominic 
Rolfe, part of the 
201  e   
chosen to go to 

World Release in 
Las Vegas in 

August.” 
JOHN FORRESTER, 

FORRESTERS

“TIGI education 
has been a big 
contribution to 
our success. The 
philosophy really 
comes through. 
You can see it 
all starts from 

Anthony 
Mascolo.  TIGI 

education gives us 
knowledge and 

inspiration.” 
MARK WINSTANLEY, 

MOLBYS

“TIGI products 
have the ‘feel of  the 
hairdresser’. I’m 

continually impressed 
by the compact aspect of 
TIGI copyright©olour. 

It puts the creativity 
in the hands of the 

colourist. The support 
of TIGI education, 

both theoretically and 
practically, has been 

excellent.” 
ANDREW COLLINGE,  
ANDREW COLLINGE

the verdict

TIGI WORLD RELEASE 2015 
LAS VEGAS
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“Someone once said something 
to me that made me reevaluate 
everything that I‘d done up to that 
point. I was abroad at the time, in 
the middle of a hugely successful 
seminar tour and I thought things 
were going incredibly well.

After years of 
pushing myself as 
hard as I could I 
was in a great place 
professionally; I 
had a successful 
salon business; 
I’d just been 
named Scottish 
Hairdresser of the 
Year for the second 
time; I was in 
demand for shows 
and seminars 
worldwide. It was 
an exhausting, yet 
exciting time.
Then one evening 
my exhilaration took 
a serious knock. 
A well-connected 
and quite powerful 
individual turned to 
me when we were 
all relaxing together and told me I 
was only where I was because of 
him. It seemed to me as if he was 
taking credit for the brand I’d worked 
so hard to build. 

I was struck dumb. There I was, 
having achieved a dream I’d 

harboured since I was 14 years 
old; a dream that pushed me to my 
very limits. As a youngster, when 
my friends were out partying at the 
weekend, I’d been focusing on my 
career. I’d spent my wages going to 
hair shows and seminars. I’d sought 

out young, up-and-
coming models, MUAs 
and photographers to 
work with, to explore 
and expand our talents 
and abilities together. I 
even moved away from 
my home in Scotland 
to London to work for 
four years with my idol, 
Trevor Sorbie. When I 
felt ready, I had returned 
to Scotland and opened 
my own salon. 

And it wasn’t just me. 
By this time I had a 
whole team of amazing 
hairdressers working for 
and with me. They had 
definitely contributed 
to my, and my salon’s, 
success.

But when someone 
clearly believes what they say, as 
that individual did, it makes you 
reassess everything. It could have 
destroyed my confidence. Instead, it 
was a turning point for me; a wake-
up call.

It made me determined to prove to 

TURNING A 
NEGATIVE INTO
A POSITIVE

Sometimes it takes a throw away 
comment from a stranger to 
change your perspective on just 
about everything. That’s what 

happened to Charlie Taylor. In her 
words... 
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But when 
someone clearly 

believes what 
they say, as that 
individual did, it 

makes you 
reassess 

everything. It 
could have 

destroyed my 
confidence. 

Instead, it was a 
turning point for 
me; a wake-up 

call.
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everyone that I deserved to be where I 
was. I went on to win Scottish for a third 
time and a place in the prestigious Hall of 
Fame. At that time you could count the 
number of women in the Hall of Fame 
on one hand. I had a thriving business in 
Scotland and a great team. I’ve been an 
ambassador for various manufacturers, 
travelling internationally and creating 
collections.

That confidence didn’t come from just 
anywhere, it was built on a determination 
to succeed, a commitment to work hard 
and a willingness to sacrifice and invest in 
my own development. It’s what everyone 
at the top – men and women – have had to 
do. You may be the sort of person who has 
loads of confidence, but most people don’t. 

Working to develop your skills and 
knowledge is the best way of achieving 
that confidence, so when you face the 
inevitable challenges or shocks, you can 
dust yourself off, lift your chin up high and 
get on with doing what you love.”

got five
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DON’T THINK YOU CAN CUT CORNERS BY NOT 
HAVING A BUSINESS PLAN.
In the excitement of setting up your own 
salon, the planning and administration side 
may not grab you, but it’s 100 percent crucial if 
your business is going to be a success. And 
it all starts with a business plan – think of 
this as a crucial road map that will give you 
directions so that you can plan the future of 
your business.   

You wouldn’t head off on an important journey 
without planning the route – otherwise you 
may never get to your destination. Apply this 
to your business not just at the start, but on an 
ongoing basis. You’ll need to look at funding 
requirements, staffing, the competition, why 
your business will be different from the rest 
and your financials.

It’s always worth investing time to make 
sure the plan includes all of the relevant and 
important detail. That said you also don’t need 
to write a mini book either. It’s worth buying 
a book or going online to look at templates 
that will give you an indication on the detail 
you should be including. You don’t want to 
bore the reader and many may only read the 
executive summary as a starting point to see if 
the plan will be of interest.

THE BUSINESS PLAN WILL HELP YOU FOCUS.
It’s the first step to making your dream of 
running your own salon become a reality. By 
putting it on paper, it will help you focus on 
the practical requirements for getting your 
business off the ground and may help you 

BUSINESS
PLANS

Bobby Lane, 
small business 
guru for the 
hairdressing 

industry and a 
partner at Shelley Stock 
Hutter, gives his advice on 
putting a business plan 
together, why it’s important 
and how to get your 
business plan right.
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decide whether you should be 
doing it at all.   

Most new businesses will need 
funding in the start-up phase and 
this may mean going to your bank 
manager to get a loan. A solid and 
well-presented business plan is 
crucial if you want a yes. Even if 
you’ve already set up your salon, 
the plan will help you.

Don’t put it off though as once 
you’ve set up your salon, it’s easy 
to get caught up in the day-to-day 
activity, so taking time to prepare a 
business plan now will allow you to 
think about the bigger picture and 
your strategy for the future.

It is also a good reference point for 
you to see how you’re performing 
against your estimates. Some of my 
most successful salon owners are 
those that have an 
evolving business 
plan that they 
review at regular 
intervals to give 
them a target to 
aim for.

IDEAS ONLY GO SO 
FAR.
It’s hard to keep 
all your ideas and 
information in your 
head and a written 
plan will help you 
feel focused and 
have a clearer vision 
too. Plus as your 
business grows you 
will need to build a team around 
yourself in order to expand. 

That team will need to buy into 
your vision and become part of 
your strategy. If it’s all in your head, 
unless they’re mindreaders they 
won’t know what your dreams are 
for the future.

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS.
Make sure you don’t fall into 
the trap of not including enough 
information in your plan. The 
more detail you include, the more 
helpful that plan is going to be with 
helping to grow your salon. Make 
sure you include as much financial 
information as possible as this will 
give a clear indication of your costs, 
sales, overheads, etc within the 
business and the relevant cashflows 
relating to them. 

Other users of the business plan 
such as a bank manager or potential 
investor will be interested in the 
market information and your vision, 
but it will come down to how much 
you need, how you’re going to 
pay it back and how the business 
will perform. You can have the 
most researched and beautifully 
presented plan in the world but if 
your numbers don’t add up or aren’t 
attractive enough you’ll get nothing.

DOS AND DON’TS
Make sure you factor in 
emergencies or have a contingency 
pot for unexpected costs and don’t 
be too overambitious with sales 
growth, with a realistic estimate of 
the startup capital required.

A common mistake potential salon 
owners make is to not include tax in 
their cashflow, as well as confusing 

it with profit, which 
can leave you very 
unstuck if you 
spend it. In fact, 
there are numerous 
costs you may not 
have factored in 
that are very real 
including initial 
stocking costs and 
professional fees 
such as estate 
agents, legals, etc.

Finally, it’s always 
worth getting a 
second opinion with 
your business plan 
as there may be 

issues others have dealt with in the 
past or made mistakes with, that 
could provide really useful insight. 
Always get someone to check your 
financials, not only the arithmetic 
but the assumptions as well.

GET INTO THE HABIT OF UPDATING 
YOUR BUSINESS PLAN.
Things move very quickly in the 
salon business. Prices change, your 
cost base will change and your 
margins may change. You may have 
opened a new revenue stream 
or have dreams to open another 
salon, which will require planning. 
Your business plan must become 
a constantly evolving tool that is 
integral to your business culture.

got five
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Your team will 
need to buy into 
your vision and 
become part of 

your strategy. If it’s 
all in your head, 
unless they’re 

mindreaders they 
won’t know what 
your dreams are 

for the future.
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Every year colourists 

across the UK battle it out 

to be crowned the L’Oréal 

Colour Trophy winner. 

This year it was Allison 

Webster-Ford of Abacus 

Hair who took home gold. 

As an independent salon 

owner who’s taken the 

accolade twice, Allison 

has inspired thousands. 

Here’s the lowdown from 

her to hopefully help you 

become the next gold 

winner.

Question 
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WHY DID YOU ENTER?
Our team is our driving force, we have great 
energy, from our younger members to our 
senior team, and entering the L’Oréal Colour 
Trophy is a fantastic way of pulling all those 
creative minds together. It gives them the 
opportunity to showcase their visions within 
our industry. L’Oéal Colour Trophy is such a 
great way to platform yourself as a business 
and an art team within the industry. It shows 
what we’re all about and shares with everyone 
our creative flare and ideas.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR ENTRY.
We started researching our entry in November 
last year with our art team so we were ready 
when the competition opened at the beginning 
of January. We had a clear vision of what we 
were working towards. We worked on creating 
texture and volume using different techniques 
and fusing colours from a warm apricot blonde 
palette to create a really natural looking blonde.
 
WHAT DO YOU THINK MADE YOU STAND OUT?
I feel we created something that hadn’t been 
seen before in the L’Oréal Colour Trophy; in 
many ways we rebelled against anything that 
had been done before. Previous winners have 
been very set, sleek looks – as was our own 
2010 winning look – so this time we wanted to 
create something that was beautiful enough to 
represent L’Oréal Professionnel as a brand, but 
also that pushed the boundaries while being 
current and fresh.
 
HOW DID YOU MAKE YOUR BUSINESS SO 
SUCCESSFUL?
I feel our success in our business is down to 
our drive to always want to better ourselves 
and we will never stop doing so. Our team 
spirit helps all aspects of the business, from 
motivating each other, to my team’s wonderful 
positivity and approach to the clients and the 
atmosphere of the salon, which keeps clients 
wanting to come back and visit.
 

WHAT ATTRIBUTES DO YOU THINK ARE 
IMPORTANT TO MAKE A BUSINESS A SUCCESS?
We started out with just four stylists including 
myself and my husband Nick. We grew the 
business over 10 years and when the time was 
right we moved into a much larger premises 
and now have 20 team members. We’ve 
always taken each step with clear vision and 
focus so not to strain ourselves financially, so 
for us it’s important to develop a team, a strong 
business brand and client satisfaction, as well 
as value for money.
 
HOW DID IT FEEL TO WIN?
When we did it in 2010 it was amazing, but 
this time around seemed even more special. 
This was obviously because it was such an 
achievement to have won twice, but I think 
creating such a different look it was always 
going to be a massive risk so there was never 
a point in time through the journey that we 
were sure we had taken the prize. Plus there 
were some outstanding looks this year to 
compete against so we were on edge the 
whole experience, hoping that the judges 
would feel the same way we felt about our 
look. When they called our name there was an 
uproar at our salon table and we were all just 
so proud to be a part of our team.
 
HOW WILL YOU USE THIS WIN TO BENEFIT 
BUSINESS?
Obviously part of the L’Oréal Colour Trophy 
win means you get a lot of PR opportunities, 
which we have before and will again use to our 
advantage to promote our business. Having 
any award title really helps to push your 
business in front of your competition and you 
can use it to leverage your position locally – in 
this case the link is so strong with colour that 
it helps position us as the colour specialists in 
the area. We have done a range of activities 
with trade, regional and consumer press – our 
winning look, that we shot in Paris with L’Oréal 
Professionnel is on the front cover of the 
November issue of HAIR magazine.
 
HAS IT CHANGED THE WAY THE TEAM WORKS? 
The team are more motivated than ever, 
excited for new opportunities and proud to be 
part of Abacus and our L’Oréal Colour Trophy 
win! The whole team is more creative and 
pushing boundaries more often now, as they 
can see that taking risks along with hard work 
can bring great achievements.
 
WHAT’S NEXT?
Believe it or not, while we still have all our PR 
activities and opportunities as winners we’re 
already starting to prep for our 2016 L’Oréal 
Colour Trophy Awards Entries, including Men’s 
and Young Colourist categories. We’re also 
developing a collection for 2016 with our art 
team and finally we’re maintaining a constant 
social media campaign to keep our profile high.

It looks like now’s the time to start prepping for 
next year if you want to be in the running.

Obviously part of the 

L’Oréal Colour Trophy 

win means you get a 

lot of PR opportunities, 

which we have before 

and will again use to our 

advantage to promote 

our business. Having any 

award title really helps 

to push your business in 

front of your competition 

and you can use it to 

leverage your position 

locally – in this case the link 

is so strong with colour 

that it helps position us as 

the colour specialists in 
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Be it style, colour, or avant garde, we’ve 

captured some of the best creativity in the 

industry, right here.
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RUN-UP
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exude style
S tyle is what you guys are all about – 

you create it, you sell it, you breath it. 
It’s an ever-changing entity that only 
gets more exciting with time. The 

biggest problem? Trying to keep up.  

There are many who dedicate their lives to 
predicting future trends, creating education and 
spreading the fashion word, but in amongst 
running a salon, it’s not always high on the 
priority list. That’s why we’ve done all the leg 
work, finding out the looks that work [and 
those that don’t] so you can just do your thing – 
reinterpret your favourites.

Indulge in our Style Focus. 

JO CHARLTON
PUBLISHING EDITOR
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The styles that your clients 

will be requesting this season 

and how to achieve them... 

 e 
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ve  e e 
Whatever the length of your clients 
tresses, texture is a major trend this 
season and into next year, “The trend for 
lived-in textures will continue throughout 
2016, so it’s important for stylists to have 
these techniques mastered,” advises 
Kieran Tudor, Art Director at D&J Am-
brose and London Hairdresser of the Year 
nominee. 

“For this style, use the ghd Flat Iron Styler 
to manually S bend the hair to create a 
flat wave. After creating the shape, spray 
Wella Professionals Dry Me, into the air 
flow of a hairdryer and blast the hair to ex-
pand the shape and fatten the perimeter,” 
he tips.

teased
For those tseeking a modern take on 
glamour, the teased look will be a popular 
choice. “This trend has been seen at 
Michael Kors and is incredibly popular on 
the street and with celebrities,” explains 
Zoë Irwin, UK brand ambassador for ghd. 
“It’s all about tousled texture and creating 
movement through wavy hair.” 

To achieve this style, Zoë recommends 
taking a radial section from the temple 
area before securing. She adds: “Section 
the remaining hair from front hair to back 
and secure. Using a tail comb, halve the 
remaining side section diagonally, leaving 
a deep 3cm section. 

“Spritz each section with ghd Style Curl 
Hold Spray and place the wand at the root 
area, wrapping the hair flatly down the 

barrel, leaving the ends out. Hold for six 
to eight seconds and release. Repeat this 
process up to the top on both sides mak-
ing sure the hair is styled away from the 
face and remaining hair at the back. Using 
a detangling comb, rake through the top 
section making it not too neat and tie into 
a pony using a covered elastic tie.”

e  
A step away from the centre parting 
of spring summer, the side parting is a 
hit again this season. “The side parting 
is very popular in both seventies and 
nineties looks, and with the seventies 
trend coming through strongly in the 
hair trends at Fashion Week, it’s set to 
be a popular look this season,” explains 
Toni&Guy International Artistic Director 
Chie Sato. 

“Partings are very personal to a client and 
can change their look drastically. A subtle 
side-parting gives a soft look, where a 
more exaggerated parting can give a 
much stronger, harder look. Some of the 
strongest side-partings seen at London 
Fashion Week were at right-angles to the 
forehead.”

e  e o
norn by Sienna Miller and Caroline Flack, 
the 40s inspired take on the bob is set to 
become a favourite with clients, revealed 
Matt Stark at Stark Salon. “This look 
consists of a one length bob, with a low 
side parting. 

“To style, apply UNITE Beach Day to damp 
hair and dry the under sections flat, before 
elevating the mid and top sections while 
rough drying. Once dry, use tongs to curl 
leaving the ends, rake fingers through the 
curls to loosen and finish with hairspray.”

A seventies update with increased volume 
and texture adds interest. “Soft mid-
length bobs will continue on into spring 
but with a seventies twist,” reveals James 
Earnshaw of Francesco Group, adding, 
“Hair will have more width and sexy 
texture.”

Michael Young of Hooker & Young also de-
scribed texture as a way of updating this 
look: “We’ll see long bobs updated with 
shaggy texture,” says Michael. “These 
seventies inspired looks play homage to 
style icons like Debbie Harry, Grace Jones 
and David Bowie who cross over to inspire 
some super cool cuts for spring summer 
16. 

“It’s all about confidence, embracing that 
seventies attitude with an updated style 
and having a fresh take on some iconic 
looks. I recommend Schwarzkopf Profes-
sional Session Label Plumping Lotion and 

 “The side parting is very popular in both sev-

enties and nineties looks, and with the sev-

enties trend coming through strongly in the 

hair trends at Fashion Week, it’s set to be a 

popular look this season,” explains Toni&Guy 

International Artistic Director Chie Sato. 

40
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Flexible Hair Spray, for texture, weightless 
volume and hold.”

e 
Hair tucked to appear bob-like was also 
seen across the board over autumn winter 
15. “When creating an exaggerated bob 
using this technique it is most effective on 
a longer length of hair,” says Chie. 

“If you aren’t working with a long length, 
you can use padding to hook underneath 
the ponytail to create a larger bob effect. 
This style is likely to gain popularity as we 
get closer to winter as it’s an easy way to 
get hair up and out of the cold wind but 
still maintain an elegant style. 

“This look also works with big jackets and 
scarves in the winter weather with a bob 
effect to sit on top of the jacket.”

e o e  o
Simple and classic, ponytails are the go 
to style for clients of all ages this winter 
and can be modernised easily, as Chie 
instructs: “Ponytails are a great style for 
any hair type or thickness but depending 
on the hair type and style you can create 
different looks. To create a strong, state-
ment ponytail brush the hair into a high 
sleek pony – this look works best with 
darker hair shades.

“To create a softer look, brush hair into a 
low pony adding texture - this look works 
best with lighter hair shades.”

    
Plaits are due to become popular yet 
again this season, but there is no single 
style that must be adhered too, with a 
multitude of versatile options becoming 
on-trend. “Braids are always popular at 
fashion week and are highly likely to be 
popular with clients in the coming sea-
son,” says Chie. 

“Different types of braids can be suited 
to different hair types and styles but 
you’ll often need a decent length of hair 
to create an effective braid. For example, 
a fishtail braid can be used to create an 
organic texture and look; scalp braiding 
can be used to create a stronger look 
and this smaller, tighter style of braiding 
can be used to create more avant garde 
styles. Alternatively to go for a softer look 
make the braid loose and give it a dryer 
texture.” 

Bridget Kearney, Hair Spa Manager for 
the Carol Joy London Hairdressing Salon 
predicted a more romantic take would 
become popular next year: “Inspired by 
French chic, the style that’s going to be 
taking spring 16 by storm is an undone 

modern play on the classic French twist 
teamed with embellishments. To get 
the look, create a deep side parting and 
loosely pull the hair towards the back of 
the head and twist into a loose French 
twist, for a beautiful unkempt look.”

e 
“The quiff is a popular look right now, as 
seen at the Belstaff show, where we cre-
ated a modern take on the fifties rockabilly 
quiff for the models,” reflects John Vial, 
Creative Director at Fudge Professional. 

“The new Fudge Professional Xpander 
Jelly is perfect for creating an on-trend 
quiff as it bulks out the hair. Simply apply 
the Jelly into wet hair and then blast dry. 
Next, use Fudge Professional Structure 
Wax to create the quiff, warming up 
with either your hands or a dryer before 
applying. 

“The Xpander Jelly is going to give the 
expansion you need for a quiff, whereas 
the Structure Wax will make the hair really 
malleable while fixing it into place.”

Time to experiment.

“Different types of braids can be suited to 

different hair types and styles but you’ll often 

need a decent length of hair to create an 

effective braid. For example, a fishtail braid can 

be used to create an organic texture and look; 

scalp braiding can be used to create a stronger 

look and this smaller, tighter style of braiding 

can be used to create more avant garde styles. 

Alternatively to go for a softer look make the braid 

loose and give it a dryer texture.”
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They’ve been 

dropping hints for 

months. Be it curls, 

waves, volume or 

sleek the answer is 

all the same – ghd’s 

arctic gold range. Give 

your clients the gift of 

a good hair day, every 

day this Christmas.

go forgold
#hintghd
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1/ghd PLATINUM® STYLING GIFT SET Give your clients an easy life with this easy-to-please set including the ghd platinum® [in black or white], co-ordinating 
heat mat and roll bag, two white sectioning clips and arctic gold gift box. RRP: £165 2/ghd V STYLER GIFT SET Make straightening easier and quicker with ghd’s 
limited edition V gold classic styler, with a co-ordinating heat mat and roll bag and arctic gold gift box. RRP: £130 5/ghd CURVE® CLASSIC CURL TONG GIFT SET 
Create classic curls, even on shorter hair with the ghd curve® classic curl tong, co-ordinating heat mat and roll bag and arctic gold gift box. RRP: £120 6/ghd 
CURVE® SOFT CURL TONG GIFT SET This contains a ghd curve® soft curl tong, co-ordinating heat mat and roll bag and arctic gold gift box for beautiful soft curls. 
RRP: £120 7/ghd AIR® DRYING GIFT SET Your clients can get gorgeous hair in half the time* with the ghd air® professional hairdryer, two white sectioning clips 
and arctic gold gift box. RRP: £99 8/ghd CURVE® CLASSIC WAVE WAND GIFT SET It’s all Hollywood waves with the ghd curve® classic wave wand, co-ordinating 
heat mat and roll bag and arctic gold gift box. RRP: £120 9/ghd CURVE® CREATIVE CURL WAND GIFT SET For tousled curls, this set includes a ghd curve® creative 
curl wand, co-ordinating heat mat and roll bag and arctic gold gift box. RRP: £120

1 2

10

ghd DELUXE DRY & 
WAVE GIFT SET 
An ultimate Christmas 
set, there’s a ghd air® 
hairdryer, ghd curve® 
creative curl wand, heat 
mat and arctic gold gift 
box. RRP: £195

ghd DELUXE DRY & CURL GIFT SET 
Create the ultimate curl with this duo; a 
ghd air® hairdryer, a ghd curve® soft curl 
tong, heat mat and arctic gold 
gift box. 
RRP: £195

5

*Compared to regular consumer hairdryers

ghd DELUXE DRY & 
STYLE GIFT SET
This gift includes a 
ghd air® hairdryer, 
limited edition ghd 
V® gold classic styler,                
heat mat and arctic 
gold gift box. 
RRP: £195
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Tigi Bed Head Resurrection 
Treatment Mask, Containing 
Core Repair Technology, is the 
ideal fix for clients in need of 
intensive nourishment due to 
heat damage and over-styling. 

 1 5
Info: bedhead.com

DETANGLE

 ROLL UP SAVIOUR

Babyliss Boutique Salon 
Ceramic Heated Rollers are 

 o e  e 2  o e  
that heat up fast and add long-
lasting volume and shape to 

  50 
Info: babylisspro.co.uk

check 
your hair 
into rehab

Used backstage for providing the ultimate in 
root lift, label.m Resurrection Style Dust is easy 
to use and provides volume and matt texture in 

an instant.
RRP: £12.95 INFO: LABELM.COM

This detangling wonder-tool from Wet 
Brush can be used to remove knots from 

wet hair without the fear of damaging 
your clients’ hair.

RRP: £24.99 Info: thewetbrush.com

46

v+s

the wanted
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GO BIGFIXER UPPER

DRY ME

Originally created for men, 
Fudge Professional Xpander 

Jelly incorporates Fibre-Dense 
Technology containing fibre 
actives of wheat protein and 

enzymes to increase hair density 
 100 e ce  

 12 5
Info: fudgeprofessional.com 

Carol Joy London Volume and Shine 
Shampoo and ConditionerThis treatment 
shampoo and light conditioner is ideal for 
c e  vo e   e  ov  e 
perfect foundation for new season styling. 

 25 o  c o o o o co

L’Oréal Professionnel Tecni Art Pli
 Thermo-Fixing Spray is a heat activated setting 
spray that adds volume as well as freezing your 

fi nished style. 
RRP: £13.99 INFO: LOREALPROFESSIONNEL.CO.UK

Transform too-soft-
to-style hair into 
something more 
workable with this dry 
shampoo from Wella 
Professionals. Dry Me 
also creates volume 
and refreshes tresses.
RRP: £9.50
INFO: WELLA.COM

47

Achieve hold without 
sacrifi cing movement with 
Schwarzkopf Professional 

Osis Session Label Flexible 
Hair Spray containing 

unique memory effort to 
ensure that locks remain 
bouncy and recall shape 

after brushing. 
RRP: £12.85 

INFO: SCHWARZKOPF-
PROFESSIONAL.CO.UK

Unite Beach Day is a cross 
between a styling and fi nishing 
product. This texturising spray 
creates full, beachy style tresses 
whatever the time of year. 
RRP: £21
INFO: UNITEHAIR.COM

v+s

texturiser

STAY PUT

Another must-have for your kit bag from ghd Style, this Curl Hold 
Spray is lightweight and non-sticky. Use it with your hot tool or 

rollers to craft defi ned curls to die for.
RRP: £12.95 INFO: GHDHAIR.COM

FLEXI HOLD
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After a week’s intensive 

bootcamp-style training, the 

2015 TIGI Inspirational Youth 

team were well prepped for 

their shoot with photographer 

Alex Barron-Hough. The proof 

is in the [rather tasty] pudding!

48

artistes
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After being crowned the 2015 TIGI Inspirational 
Youth team, 10 hairdressers spent six days 
getting down and dirty with the TIGI International 
Creative Team. Akos Bodi, Maria Kovacs and 
Christel Lundqvist took the opportunity to pass 
on their wealth of experience under the scrutiny 
of the lens. 

The activities focused around confidence, 
presentation skills and more, which was all 
captured to create a film-story of the goings-on. 

The course encompassed a trend presentation 
and session styling, classic and advanced creative 
cutting and colouring, presentation skills, model 
casting procedures and finally, their photo shoot.

This year is the eleventh year of TIGI Inspirational 
Youth, which has gone global over the last two 
years, with team’s now being trained in Germany 
and the USA, as well as the UK. 

Created by Anthony Mascolo to identify and train 
the ‘future hairdressing stars of tomorrow’, TIGI 
Inspirational Youth has often been described by 
team members as a “life-changing experience”. 

who’s who
Lee Isle, Cutting Room
Jack Baxter, Mesart Hair Design
Louise Spokoe, Andrew Collinge
Billie-Mo Tredgett, Laundry
James Graham, Deep
Amanda Darcy-Sloan, Sugar Cubed
Rhianna Franks, Forresters
Ollie Creswell, Harpers
Sinead Cullen, Reba Hair & Beauty
Annabel Miarli, Altered Image
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With a show-stopping sequence 
of events, the Mainstage crowd 
were treated to an awards 
presentation, a catwalk show to 
Punk indierock band The Vex and 
a performance by singer of the 
moment Jess Glynne.

Key members of the Artistic Team 
also reinterpreted the Giles and 
Henry Holland London Fashion 
Week AW15 shows with sleek 
bob wigs and masculine style 
makeup.

For the first time ever on stage, 
the essensuals Collection was 
brought to life by a brilliant 
backstage team led by Gary 
France.

The icing on the cake was launch 
of the new SOCIALIZED cuts and 

colours led by Global Creative 
Director Sacha Mascolo-Tarbuck 
and long-time brand educator and 
ambassador Eamonn Boreham.

The final showcase was the 
creative work of Avant Garde 
Hairdresser of the Year 2015 
nominee Indira Schauwecker 
with her technical skills and vast 
experience displayed by seven 
models donning intricate hairstyles 
and wardrobe pieces. As the 
models took their places at the 
top of the catwalk a shimmering, 
silver installation parted to reveal 
an eighth model.

Then as the clock struck nine, 
House of Pain’s Jump Around 
blasted through the sound system 
signalling the grand finale. And 
then it was party time.

Thousands of hairdressers descended 
on Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park’s 

Copperbox Stadium for Toni&Guy’s annual 
Mainstage event.

show-
stopper
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the winners

TONI&GUY UK PERFECT SALON: 
Toni&Guy Southend
ESSENSUALS UK PERFECT SALON:
essensuals Bath
COMPANY OWNED PERFECT SALON:
Toni&Guy Covent Garden, London

BREAKTHROUGH TEAM EXTRA 
Christopher Gatt, Toni&Guy Kensington;
Fotios Sfetas, Toni&Guy Brent Cross;
Giap Le, Toni&Guy Islington; Serena 
Hussain, Toni&Guy Wolverhampton; 
Natassia Dean, Toni&Guy Spitalfields; 
Elsa Guichard, Toni&Guy Westfield White 
City; Stephanie Derbyshire, Toni&Guy 
Deansgate, Manchester; Mate Graft, 
Toni&Guy Southend; Céline Laramy, 
Toni&Guy Saint Honore, Paris; Charley 
Henery, Toni&Guy South Kensington; Ian 
Phipps, Toni&Guy Harrow; Montsé Marti, 
Toni&Guy Saint Honore, Paris

ASSISTANT COMPETITION  
1ST YEAR BLOW DRY: Nikolett Meszaros, 
Toni&Guy Canary Wharf
1ST YEAR HAIR UP: Olivia McLaren, Toni&Guy 
Nottingham
2ND YEAR CLASSIC CUT & COLOUR: Hannah 
Highman, Toni&Guy York
3RD YEAR ADVANCED CUT & COLOUR: Amber 
Dobson, Toni&Guy Deansgate, Manchester

INTERNATIONAL SALON BUSINESS: Jose Boix, 
Toni&Guy Spain
TONI&GUY ACADEMY DIRECTOR: Hide Saiga, 
Toni&Guy Tokyo
TONI&GUY PRODUCT EXPERT: Lauren Leigh 
Foskett, Toni&Guy Shrewsbury 
LABEL.M PRODUCT EXPERT:  Keri Daniel, 
Danique Hairdressing
TONI&GUY SALON RETAILER: Toni&Guy 
Oswestry 
LABEL.M SALON RETAILER: Chandler Wright, 
London
LABEL.M THE LOOK: Kevin Miller & Laura 
Wickham, M Salons Bishop Stortford
TONI&GUY IMAGE OF THE YEAR: Fabrizio 
Palmieri
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO TONI&GUY: 
Simon Noulton
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Besides education, inspiration 
and entertainment, RUSH Live 
raises much-needed funds for 
Great Ormond Street Hospital.

Rush Hair Co-Founder, Stell 
Andrew kicked off the event in 
true Rush style, taking to the 
stage to thank the sponsors of 
the annual fundraiser. He then 
invited the entire audience to 
participate in the RUSH Wave 
with the Directors of RUSH 

Hair kindly donating £1,000 
for every wave completed, 
totalling £3,000. 

Then it was up to RUSH 
Hair International Creative 
Director, Andy Heasman and 
International Colour Director, 
Chris Williams to present their 
Graphic collection featuring 
edgy geometric cuts, strong 
lines, vibrant shades and 
contrasting textures. 

 RUSH fans gathered at London’s Excel for 
an insight into the trends of 2016, valuable 

tips on how to master the latest cutting 
and colouring techniques, along with 

stunning model presentations.

live it
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They talked through their looks 
showcasing opposing textures of 
suede and vinyl to create breathtaking 
looks before welcoming the RUSH 
Colour Team; Chris Williams, MJ 
Farmer and Ryan Andrews. They 
explained how the colours were 
created using sheets of film to blur 
vivid shades of yellow, pink and blue 
together to give a graffiti-inspired 
effect. 

The evening also saw cutting demos, 
model presentations and a collection 
featuring neon threads and tapestry 
wools sewn through fishtail braids 
and basket weaves for tapestry 
effect.

Much to the delight of the audience, 
the teams were welcomed back to 
the stage to for a show-stopping 
finale demonstrating their finished 
looks. 

“We’re delighted the audience loved 
the show as much as we enjoyed 
putting it together,” says Stell.

The evening raised a total of £10,000, 
bringing the total to over £122,000 
that it’s donated to the GOSH 
Hairaising campaign since it launched 
five years ago. 

The EVENING also saw 

cutting demos, model 

PRESENTATIONS and 

a collection featuring 

NEON THREADS and 

tapestry wools sewn 

through fishtaiL BRAIDS 
and BASKET WEAVES for 

tapestry effect.
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In true NOISE fashion, the 
guerrilla-style event built 
suspension, keeping details of 
the event hush hush until they 
were gradually revealed on 
social media, with the venue 
only revealed hours beforehand.

The über cool St John at 
Hackney opened its doors to 
the 500 strong crowd, where 
an inspirational line up of 
hairdressing talent was waiting 
to entertain and excite. 

Compered by International 
Creative Director of SACO and 
founder of NOISE, Richard 
Ashforth, the rules of NOISE 
are simple: “15 minutes of 
whatever the F*@k you want, as 
long as it includes some hair!”

The event got underway 
with Peter Gray and his team 
taking to the stage, surprising 
everyone by revealing their 
model at the end as 87 year old 
Daphne Selfe. Brooks & Brooks 
were up next showcasing their 

Hot on the heels of its Parisian counterpart, 
the fourth NOISE London returned to über 
cool Hackney, bigger and better than ever!

shout
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beautiful avant garde work, followed by 
the legendary Tim Hartley who, even 
without saying a word, conveyed his 
usual humour and flair to the awestruck 
crowd.

Hot on Tim’s heels were “the young 
pretenders” Allilon Education, bringing 
with them fresh energy and cool colour 
work, followed by Xavi Garcia’s sharp 
cuts and iridescent colour. X-presion 
then went up and recreated their 
incredible pixilated colour technique 
which “broke the Internet” with 
#xpresionpixel.

Following on from their appearance 
at NOISE Shanghai, Debut Academy 
presented their striking models featuring 
strong shapes and graphic colour, before 
SACO stormed the stage for the finale 
of the show. It saw the creative team 
work on their models with trademark 
showmanship, clipper-cutting their 
model’s wigs to produce sharp cuts with 
exaggerated volume.

Richard said: “NOISE connects the 
viewer to the performer with more of a 
pop up feel rather than a formally staged 
show, pushing the industry forward 
and taking creativity to a new level. 
The last minute announcements of 
artists and venue give the whole thing 
an unexpected feel, as much for the 
audience as for the artists.”

57

“NOISE connects 

the viewer to the 

PERFORMER with more of 

a POP UP feel rather than 

a formally STAGED SHOW, 
pushing the industry 

forward and taking 

CREATIVITY to a new 

level. The last minute 

ANNOUNCEMENTS of 

artists and venue give 

the WHOLE THING an 

UNEXPECTED FEEL, as 

much for the audience 

as for the ARTISTS.”
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The historic venue of Shoreditch 
Town Hall was the perfect 
backdrop to the event with an 
impressive 16 international artists.

There was a wide and stunning 
spectrum of contemporary, 
classic, men’s and avant garde 
looks to an audience of over 300 
#UNITEfamily.

Opened and compered by UNITE 
CEO and founder, Andrew Dale, 
alongside newly-appointed 
Director of Business Education 
UK, David Drew, the two-day 
event presented inspiring learning 
in its resident visual format, while 

also inviting, this year, a special 
Keratin Complex Color Therapy 
showcase.

Showcasing the superb results 
that Keratin Complex can achieve 
in front of the leading lights of the 
hairdressing industry was a thrilling 
experience for Deborah Gavin, 
the international artistic director 
for Colour Therapy, by Keratin 
Complex.

Her stunning presentation was one 
of the highlights of the glamorous 
event, using videos, music and 
models to bring the fabulous 
keratin concepts to life on stage.

Alive with amazing and artistic creative 
industries, London’s Shoreditch area 

was the destination for UNITE’s Global 
Session 2015.

london 
landing
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“I had the support of everyone as I 
‘coloured in’ the stage, showing a 
1950s pin-up shape in alternating violet 
reds to create movement, a 1970s bob 
line enhanced with varying light play 
in reflections of red, futuristic silver 
with metallic influences to share a few 
looks,” Deborah said.

“We created a play on hair through 
the decades, how Keratin Complex 
technology and shades would, and do, 
enhance those designs and influence 
everything we do in the salon,” she said. 
“The next day’s segment was filled with 
the future of hair colour – predictions, 
design elements and what ifs.”

Other highlights included session 
stylists Simon Izzard and Jan Przemyk, 
showcasing technically transient looks 
utilising shorter hair lengths and then 
editorial styling, as well as a popular 
men’s grooming session with Matt 
Stark, Ben Hards and Daniel Rymer.

Closing Global Sessions this year was a 
glam-couture avant garde
presentation utilising braiding and hair 
extensions with award-winning London 
hairdresser Inanch Emir and Natasha 
Pearson, the completion of the Salon 
F&M collection and the use of conflicting 
texture by UNITE Creative Director Gary 
Baker.

“Education is the key to developing your 
work and my view was always
to invest in creating a show that united 
our artists to come together
and share their knowledge and learn 
from each other,” explained Andrew
Dale. 59

 “I had the SUPPORT 

of everyone as I 

‘COLOURED IN’ the 

stage, showing a 

1950s PIN-UP shape in 

alternating violet reds 

to create MOVEMENT, a 

1970s bob line enhanced 

with varying light play 

in REFLECTIONS of red, 

FUTURISTIC silver with 

metallic influences to 

share a few looks.”
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It’s easy to get swallowed 
up in Las Vegas, but Global 
Zoom 15 proved itself as a 
worthy contender on one of 
the world’s most challenging 
stages.

All 72 national competition 
finalists from 28 different 
countries competed live 
in three categories to 
win a place on the Global 
Color Zoom Creative Team 60

Over 2,500 hairdressers from all over the 
world came together to celebrate the 

renowned Global Zoom 15. Where better to 
do it than the adult play arena of the world: 

Las Vegas

play time
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“HAIRDRESSERS 
from all around the 
world enjoyed this 

SPECIAL EVENT. We 
had two incredible 

and especially 
INSPIRATIONAL 

days with so many 
CREATIVE SHOWS 
and workshops.”

62

and were cheered on by over 
2,500 of their fellow stylists. 
Participants were tasked with 
demonstrating their creativity by 
interpreting Goldwell’s Traditional 
Rebels collection.

The gala show was a truly 
inspirational event with all 
finalists getting the opportunity 
to showcase their models, which 
was followed by a preview of 
the Color Zoom 16 collection 
D!SRUPT. 

Then the three category winners 
were announced, with the UK’s 
Natalie Cara Jones bringing the 
top accolade back to our shores 
in the New Talent category. From 
the USA, Corinne Brown took 
home the Partner category and 
Harley Lobasso took home the 
Creative category. 

John Moroney, Vice President 
and Global Creative Director 
of Kao Salon Division says: 
“Hairdressers from all around 
the world enjoyed this special 
event. We had two incredible 
and especially inspirational days 
with so many creative shows 
and workshops.”

During Global Zoom, guests also 
had the chance to attend artist 
sessions with some of the most 
award-winning and creative 
stylists in the world including 
Mark Leeson, British Hairdresser 
of the Year.
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Group Momentum is a growing success 
and with so many of the industry’s elite 

now under their brand, their awards are a 
pretty tough endeavour. 

celebrating
the elite

Group Momentum praised the 
hard work, dedication and talents 
of its salon teams at an exclusive 
awards ceremony at the stunning 
Orsett Hall in Essex.

Hosted by celebrity hairdresser 
Phil Smith, there was also a 
magician who stunned the guests 
by combining mindreading, card 
tricks and magic to excite and 
amaze. 

Linton Husbands, Managing 
Director of Group Momentum 
says: “This year’s awards 
ceremony celebrated the salons’ 
successes and impressive work 
from the last 12 months. It 
was great to have all the salons 
together under one roof and 
celebrating each other’s victories.”

The calibre of talent and work 
this year was astonishing from all 
salons which gave the judges an 
extremely hard job to choose the 
winners. But here they are… 

TRAINER OF THE YEAR: Shani Davies, 
Paul Falltrick Training Academy, 
Romford 
APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR: Leah 
Rawley, Headlines Hairdressing 
Billericay 
RECEPTIONIST OF THE YEAR: Alicia 
Sherlock, Headlines Hairdressing, 
Rayleigh 
SIX STAR SERVICE AWARD: John 
Michael, Ipswich 
RETAILER OF THE YEAR: Katie 
Lucente, John Michael 
Hairdressing, Bury St Edmunds 
SHINING STAR: Rachel Brown, 
Headlines Hairdressing, Wickford 
CREATIVE COLOURIST OF THE 
YEAR: Josey Lunn, Headlines 
Hairdressing, Wickford 
STYLIST OF THE YEAr: Rachel Marr, 
Headlines Hairdressing, Shenfield 
SALON OF THE YEAR 2015: John 
Michael, Bury St Edmunds 
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The Crafts saw a selection of 
artists from the world’s of make-
up and jewellery to body art and 
graffiti showcase their collective 
talents and skills. The audience 
was made up of almost 500 
international hairdressers, many of 
whom were in London to attend 
the 2015 Davines Hair on Stage 
event at the same venue. 

The brainchild of Allilon Education 
Directors, Johnny Othona and 
Pedro Inchenko, The Crafts 

2015 saw a stellar line-up for the 
second year running, including a 
vast array of some of the most 
talented craftspeople from a range 
of artistic genres, both local to 
London and beyond. 

The Crafts is a unique opportunity 
for artists to not only promote 
themselves to a new audience 
but also sell their work directly to 
attendees. There’s also a strict 
zero commission policy from the 
brand, which ensures all exhibitors 

Allilon Education’s The Crafts brought 
together unique names from the worlds 

of art, craft and hair. Held at Central Saint 
Martin’s it was a night of influence, 

energy and inspiration.

the crafts
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keep 100 percent of their sales at the 
event.

Some of The Crafts creative line-up 
included Anna Lingis, a face-painter, 
makeup artist, special effects artist, nail 
technician and tattoo designer.

Creative and innovative jewellery 
designer Sheena Bulsara was also 
featured. With a strong eye for key 
trends, Sheena creates sculpted items 
that opulently adorn the body.

Other artists included Birmingham-based 
illustrator Louise Jones, who works 
under the alias of sparklymouse and 
focuses her creativity around intricate, 
hand embroidered illustrations of the 
human figure, and Meredith Owen, a 
fine artist with a long drawn attraction 
and interest in nature and animals.

Johnny says: “We wanted to create 
a pioneering platform for the many 
forms of craftsmanship, both in the 
hairdressing industry and beyond, to 
showcase creativity in an environment 
accessible to all, and to create long-
lasting collaborations between the 
worlds of art and hair, which are, 
essentially, one and the same. 

“This year’s event was a great success 
and our aspiration to share, influence, 
inspire and network with likeminded 
individuals all under one roof was 
achieved. We look forward to the 2016 
event.” 65

 “We WANTED to create 

a pioneering PLATFORM 

for the many forms of 

CRAFTSMANSHIP, both 

in the hairdressing 

industry and beyond, to 

showcase CREATIVITY 

in an environment 

accessible to all, and 

to create long-lasting 

COLLABORATIONS 

between the worlds of 

art and hair, which are, 

ESSENTIALLY, one and 

the same. 
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Cult haircare brand, Fudge 
Professional, hoped to ignite the 
creativity of Fudge Professional 
hairdressers and salons with 
its soiree at private members 
hotspot, The Hospital Club.
With champagne free flowing, 

Stephanie Bruce, Head of 
Fudge Professional kicked off 
the evening by welcoming 
attendees and providing an 
overview of what to expect for 
the evening. 66

Fudge Professional hosted an exclusive 
soirée event in London to showcase the 

brand’s best looks from London Collections: 
Mens and celebrate the launch of its new 

collaboration with 
Mazella & Palmer, ArtWear. 

london
soiree
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Creative Director at Fudge Professional, 
John Vial and Global Head of Technical 
Training at Fudge Professional, Tracy 
Hayes then took to the stage to talk 
through the key looks from LCM, which 
they’d created on models in advance 
of the event. Some of the looks 
included the full head of glitter from the 
Christopher Shannon SS14 show and 
dreadlock weaves shaped into the style 
of a brain as seen on the Katie Eary 
AW15 runway. 

Following this, was the big reveal of the 
new collection, which was presented 
by the Mazella & Palmer artistic team 
who worked in collaboration with Fudge 
Professional. 

Taking inspiration from conceptual 3D 
fashion, ArtWear focuses on the Fudge 
Professional Headpaint colours including 
the new Headpaint Oz Rocks Intense 
Reds shades. The models featured 
in the collection had been brought in 
for the soirée for Mazella & Palmer to 
recreate the looks.

Throughout the evening guests were 
also invited to get interactive with 
live social media feeds using the 
new #PlanetF focus, where real time 
television screens then shared the 
evening’s buzz not only with the room, 
but with Fudge followers around the 
world. After the presentations had 
taken place, guests had the opportunity 
to socialise and enjoy the party 
atmosphere created by an onsite DJ.  

Stephanie Bruce says: “We’re over 
the moon by how the event went. It’s 
important to us that our customers 
and distributors feel part of the Fudge 
family and this event was a great way 
to cultivate this.”
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“We’re OVER THE MOON 
by how the event went. 
It’s IMPORTANT to us that 

our CUSTOMERS and 
DISTRIBUTORS feel part 

of the FUDGE FAMILY and 
this event was a great 

way to CULTIVATE THIS.”
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Every year, The Alternative 
Hair Show is colourful, 
passionate and emotional. 
Its ability to thrill and inspire 
a global audience in the 
magnificent Royal Albert 

Hall never waivers, with this 
year’s show featuring colour, 
creativity and excitement in 
abundance.

The theme Aurora was 68

The Alternative Hair Show has been running 
for 33 years [yes, you read right]. Over 

that time it’s learnt everything there is to 
know about putting on an event of epic 

proportions.

thirty-third
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followed through everything at the show, 
including the participating teams who 
worked tirelessly to create their six minute 
slot in the evening’s programme. 

“There are no words I can find to thank 
these wonderful hairdressers. Their 
support and generosity never fails to 
make me feel both eternally grateful and 
humble,” says Tony Rizzo, Alternative Hair 
Founder.

The shows brought out every shade 
imaginable, from the palest pinks to the 
richest blacks, perfectly linked to the literal 
meaning of aurora.  The northern latitudes 
also proved inspirational with aspects of 
dawn and dusk, glacial ice patterns and 
frozen landscapes woven into the themes.

Now a popular part of the evening, 
the Alternative Hair Visionary Award, 
sponsored by TIGI, shows international 
emerging talent. The finalists of the three 
sections: Cut & Colour, Men’s Cuts and 
Avant-Garde, each showed one model 
judged on the day. 

The spectacular effort and high quality 
of the work made the judging extremely 
difficult. Anthony Mascolo, Alternative Hair 
President, who launched the Visionary 
Award said: “Every year the work gets 
better and better. The standard was 
phenomenal.”

The winners of the 2015 Visionary Awards 
were Barry McDonagh for Cut & Colour; 
Walter Armanno for Men’s and Emanuel 
Esteban for Avant Garde.

These weren’t the only award winners as 
guests also heard the winners of the AIPP 
International Awards and a presentation 
to the chosen Alternative Hair & AIPP 
Legend. This year it went to Robert 
Lobetta.

The evening raised a fantastic £201,000 
for the show’s own charity, Fighting 
Leukaemia, but it’s still possible to donate 
by texting AHSW15 £5 to 70070.

“EVERY YEAR the work 
gets better and BETTER. 

The standard was 
PHENOMENAL.”
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Taking the hair world by storm, Matthew Curtis is undoubtedly one of the industry’s 

most exciting and sought after hair stylists around. Along with running a thriving salon 

in Stratford-Upon-Avon and acting as the Global face of TRESemme, most recently 

Matthew launched the Hair Retreat at Hoar Cross Hall’s Spa, a new hair spa concept 

deep in the Staffordshire countryside. We took a peek.
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Hair Retreat at Hoar Cross Hall Spa is 2,500 
square feet of hair indulgence. Designed by 
interior design company, Reaves Interior, 
a company co-owned by Matthew Curtis 
himself, the top-line brief was to create a 
modern and fresh setting, which would 
inspire modern and fresh hairdressing. 

“It’s all about unifying hair with the spa 
experience,” says Matthew, which he’s 
achieved by using state of the art technology 
and natural ingredients to deliver tailored hair 
care treatments and 
regimes.

“Holistic hair care 
is at the crux of 
the new hair spa 
concept,” explains 
Matthew. “This is 
a truly unique and 
personal experience 
that allows clients to 
discover the science 
behind their own hair. 
We want them to 
be inspired by their 
treatments and take 
home what they’ve 
learnt, so they’re able 
to maintain a healthy 
scalp and beautiful 
hair.”

The location is also very apt, being in Hoar 
Cross Hall – Europe’s largest spa. Since the 
Hair Retreat opened it has reinvented the 
hair spa model by immersing fully into the  
relaxation of the spa while still maintaining a 
buzzing atmosphere in the salon.  

“Our aim was to marry the two concepts 
of busy salon and calming spa so that the 
feeling of tranquil luxury flowed throughout 
the guests’ time at the Hair Retreat,” says 
Matthew.

Each element of the salon was carefully 
chosen to adhere to the brief of luxurious 
serenity from the white peacock feathers to 
silver detailed mirrors. The floor is flo-crete – 
a self-levelling concrete that can be dyed any 
colour to suit your requirements – of course 
Matthew went white. “Its pure white appeal 
gives an amazing, seamless finish throughout 
the salon.”

 “This is a TRULY 

UNIQUE and personal 

experience that allows 

CLIENTS to DISCOVER 

the science behind 

their OWN HAIR.”
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There’s an open 
plan layout that’s 
symmetrically 
designed with three 
stations on either 
side and another 
five around the 
central oval-shaped, 
centralised blowdry 
bar. This is where 
clients will also 
find a dedicated 
champagne area 
drawing them into 
the salon. 

The chairs and shiatsu massage 
backwashes meanwhile, were made in Italy 
and ooze quality with the soft-buttoned 
chairs being in Arctic white.

The Hair Retreat room is the only concealed 
area in the salon giving privacy to the clients 
who are concerned about hair and scalp 
problems. This cosy room is full of jars of 
natural plant extracts, which can be mixed 
to create bespoke solutions for clients’ hair 
and scalp problems. 

As the salon is underground the lighting 
was chosen to be bright but still ambient. 
Exposed filaments have been positioned 

around the mirrors 
and directional 
spots have been 
fitted in the ceiling. 
For a softer, moody 
feel, changing 
LED lights were 
positioned around 
the edge of the 
room. 

The ceiling has 
hints of Art Deco 
throughout, with 
mouldings that the 

chandeliers sit in, and a deep recess around 
the perimeter in which the LED lights are 
hidden. Following in the serene ambience 
of the salon, the ceiling has been clean 
and sharply plastered, and painted in a high 
gloss white to keep the room bright. 

It all provides the ideal backdrop for 
Matthew to do what he does best: “I love 
creating new wearable looks both my 
fashion and salon clients love. Beyond this 
and, actually forefront in my thoughts when 
developing the Hair Retreat, is my passion 
for hair and scalp health. I believe that 
everyone can have beautiful, healthy hair – 
they just need to know how to care for and 
maintain it.”

“I love CREATING 

new wearable looks 

both my FASHION 

and salon clients love. 

Beyond this and, 

actually FOREFRONT 

in my thoughts when 

DEVELOPING the Hair 

Retreat, is my PASSION 

FOR hair and scalp 

health.”
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never
too old
to learn

There are so many family 

businesses in hairdressing 

– it’s one of those things 

that makes the industry 

so special – and it creates 

the perfect foundation to 

nurture up and comers. At 

Peter Prosser Hairdressing 

in Hereford, husband and 

wife duo Peter and Tracey 

Prosser took Sam Millard 

under their wing, for the 

beginning of a relationship 

that has been mutually 

beneficial.
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CAN YOU 
REMEMBER YOUR FIRST DAY IN 
THE SALON?
Yes. It was through work 
experience at school and 
I just fell in love with the 
atmosphere and surroundings 
straight away. I realised that it 
was a career I could be really 
happy in.

WHAT’S THE BIGGEST LESSON 
YOU’VE LEARNED SINCE YOU 
STARTED WORKING IN THIS 
SALON?
Learning to manage a team. I 
oversee the Art Team and the 
responsibility of organising 
and delegating is a big one. It’s 
not always easy but I’ve learnt 
pretty fast how to bring out 
each individual’s strengths. 

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT 
HAIRDRESSING?
All aspects. It’s always 
changing and evolving – it’s 
such an exciting career, you 
can go in whichever direction 
you choose and tailor your 
work to what you’re enjoying 
at that time. I don’t think there 
are many other jobs you can 
say that about.

WHAT’S BEEN YOUR BIGGEST 
ACHIEVEMENT IN HAIRDRESSING 
TO DATE?
Being nominated for the BHAs 

with you in 2014. That was an 
incredible moment.

WHO HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST 
INFLUENCE IN YOUR CAREER SO 
FAR?
Anyone who has been 
successful and achieved what 
they set out to achieve – that’s 
inspiring and I look up to that. 
In terms of hairdressing, you 
have given me incredible 
opportunities which has 
certainly infl uenced the 
success I’ve had so far in my 
career.

HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR STYLE 
HAS CHANGED SINCE YOU JOINED 
THE SALON?
Mainly that I have a lot more 
knowledge and techniques, 
thanks to the opportunities 
I’ve had to do stage work and 
session work – I think my style 
is more polished and precise. 
The way I think about hair 
is different too – I’m always 
pushing myself to come up 
with new concepts.

CAN YOU REMEMBER YOUR FIRST 
HAIRCUT?
I can. It was terrifying and 
my client came back the 
next day because the haircut 
was wonky! Thankfully, I’ve 
improved a little since then.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE ASPECT 
OF THE JOB?
The creative side – I like 
anything creative, being 
inventive, trying new things 
and meeting new people. I feel 
very lucky that this is my job.

WHAT ARE YOUR AMBITIONS?
To win a British Hairdressing 
Award and to eventually be 
running my own salon and 
team. 

with you in 2014. That was an 
incredible moment.

WHO HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST 
INFLUENCE IN YOUR CAREER SO 
FAR?
Anyone who has been 
successful and achieved what 
they set out to achieve – that’s 
inspiring and I look up to that. 
In terms of hairdressing, you peter asks sam
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DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR FIRST DAY IN 
THE SALON?
Yes – having been to an all-boys 
school, I can remember that I was 
very overwhelmed with all the 
ladies in the room!

HOW HAVE YOU 
CHANGED SINCE I 
STARTED WORKING 
IN THE SALON?
I think that 
I have a 
fresher, newer 
outlook on the 
industry, maybe 
a different 
perspective. 
Your passion and 
enthusiasm has 
rubbed off and 
given me even 
more ambition.

WHAT WAS THE 
LAST THING YOU 
LEARNED THAT 
SURPRISED YOU?
I’ve found out a 
lot more about 
what is involved 
in not only the 
use of wigs, but 
also wigmaking. 
At the salon, we do a lot of wigs 
for children through the Little 
Princess Trust but I’ve also been 
fascinated about what goes into 
making wigs for shoots and shows.  

WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES YOU A 
SUCCESSFUL SALON OWNER?
Someone who is always looking 
forward, progressing and keeping 
current. It’s also important to 
immerse yourself in as many 
opportunities as possible and look 
after your staff at all times.  

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON 
YOU’VE LEARNED?
Patience, understanding and 
keeping to budgets – the latter can 
be very diffi cult.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO FALL 
IN LOVE WITH 
HAIRDRESSING?
No time at all. 
And 50 years 
later, I’m still in 
love with it as 
the relationship 
is always 
evolving and 
changing, which 
is wonderful. 

WHERE DO YOU SEE 
YOURSELF IN 10 
YEARS?
Continuing to 
manage a salon 
and motivate 
staff while doing 
a few less hours 
behind the chair.

WHAT’S 
IMPORTANT TO 
YOU, RIGHT NOW?
Planning ahead 

for next year’s Wella Trend Vision – 
it’s not something I can ever switch 
off from. And continuing to grow 
the business, as it’s what helps 
keep us successful. 

sam asks peter

SOMEONE 

who is always 

looking forward, 

PROGRESSING and 

keeping current. It’s 

also IMPORTANT to 

immerse yourself in 

as many opportunities 

as POSSIBLE and look 

after your staff at ALL 
TIMES.  
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Make your clients stand out 
from the crowd with brilliant 
product combinations selected 
by the TIGI creative team to 
answer every haircare need, 
all designed to be cocktailed, 
blended and layered. With sets 
from Bedhead and Catwalk, 
they offer a fast fix style mix or 
a post party-pick-me-up, with 
volume that shouts to shine that 

e   o  1 5
Info: catwalkbytigi.com 
bedhead.com

fancy

EVERYDAY
INDULGENCE

SEVEN WONDERS SIGNATURE

Depending on the hair desires, 
La Biosthetique has seven 

luxurious packages including a 
styling set made up of Glossing 
Spray and Volumising Lotion. 

 o  25
Info: labiosthetique.co.uk

wreck
the halls

Offer the most loved Davines products 
packaged in their own signature bags. There’s 
a choice of OI, MINU, NOUNOU, and LOVE 
packed with key items from the ever-popular 

sustainable brand. 
RRP FROM £30.40 INFO: DAVINES.COM

With indulgent, rich scents and 
beautifully designed gift boxes, the 
I.C.O.N. India gift sets have all the 

components of a perfect Christmas gift, 
and so much more.

RRP FROM £50
INFO: ICON-CONCEPT.CO.UK
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festive
SEVEN WONDERS

Depending on the hair desires, 

festivefancyfancy
Depending on the hair desires, Depending on the hair desires, 

La Biosthetique has seven La Biosthetique has seven 
luxurious packages including a luxurious packages including a 
styling set made up of Glossing styling set made up of Glossing 

festivefestivefestivefancyfestivefestive

Make christmas shopping 
easy with these fully 
loaded gift sets.
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ALL ROUNDER

DUO TREATFOUR WAY

DOUBLE BUBBLE

Pamper queens, blonde 
bombshells and colour fans 

will benefit from Fudge 
Professionals’ Make-A-Mends, 
Clean Blonde and Colour Lock 

Christmas gift sets. 
 o  12 50

Info: fudgeprofessional.com

Whether it’s an elaborate updo or Boho waves, 
celebrate in style with KMS California. They’re 
offering gift sets for a combination of looks 
including The Cool Pony, The Sleek and Chic 
Chignon, and The Textured Bob.

 2 5  o  c o co

wreck
the halls

Available in four fl avours, 
Volumizing, Moisturising, Smoothing and Blonda, 
each Unite Daily Essential Gift Bag contains a full 
sized Shampoo and Conditioner with a free Unite 
7Seconds Condition and embossed travel tote. 

The full package.
RRP: £39.95  INFO: UNITEHAIR.COM
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Weeks of harsh weather and heat styling can 
take their toll on hair, but Great Lengths’ limited 
edition Christmas styling box is packed with care 

and styling goodies to cure these ills. 
RRP: £65 INFO: GREATLENGTHSHAIR.CO.UK

Lanza’s KB2 Bodify Gift Set comes 
with a shampoo and conditioner for 

the perfect Christmas duo. 
RRP: £22.95  INFO: WELLA.COM 

one for all

DOUBLE BUBBLE

Volumizing, Moisturising, Smoothing and Blonda, 
each Unite Daily Essential Gift Bag contains a full 
sized Shampoo and Conditioner with a free Unite 
7Seconds Condition and embossed travel tote. 

RRP: £39.95  INFO: UNITEHAIR.COMRRP: £39.95  INFO: UNITEHAIR.COM

Lanza’s KB2 Bodify Gift Set comes 

bigger xm
as

Offer the gift of glamorous hair in Indola’s 
Glamorous Oil set for a shiny and sooth fi nish 

and Kera Repair to strengthen and repair 
damaged hair. These Christmas sets are likely 

to be gone in no time. 
RRP: £14.45 INFO: INDOLA.COM
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everything
else Hair’s not just for 

Christmas, as these 
beauties prove. 

ART HOUSE

In Flashy Colours are Montibello’s fi rst art-
house hair colour. This advanced range of 

direct dye hair colours are ideal for all artistic 
colourists who want to create long-lasting, 

bold effects, with a vibrant chromatic 
selection of brights.

PRICE ON REQUEST
INFO: MONTIBELLO.COM   

HAIR DOCTOR

POWER OF NATURE

TIED UP

ALL ROUNDER

Tie Me is an exquisite hair tie that doubles up 
as a bracelet. Created as a hairband with a 

difference, Tie Me is designed to hold any hair 
type while protecting from kinking and snagging. 

It also helps to prevent hair loss, tangling and 
split ends.

RRP: £10 INFO: TIMEMELONDON.COM    

Say hello to the new-look Total Results range 
from Matrix, a stunning collection of professional 
haircare and styling products that promises total 
hair confi dence and unbelievable value.
RRP: £5.95 INFO: MATRIXHAIRCARE.CO.UK  

With two new Dermosthetique Anit-Age 
products La Biosthetique provides a scientifi cally 

tested, effective solution for all sufferers of 
thinning hair who want a signifi cantly visible 

increase in the hair’s body. Cue Therapie Anti-
Chute Pluses and Elixir Anti-Chutecel.

RRP FROM £37.20
INFO: LABIOSTHETIQUE.CO.UK

The Hair Rehab London Salon 
Professional range includes 5A 

Double Drawn Indian Remy 
human hair in 26 natural-looking 
shades. Providing a selection of 
pre-bonded I-Tip or U-Tips, which 
use keratin bonds, extensionists 

are assured long-lasting, 
discreet, fl exible and easy to 

maintain hair extensions for their 
customers.

RRP: £150 PLUS VAT [FOR A TRIAL 
PACKAGE]

INFO: HAIRREHABLONDON.COM

lust have

The solution for a 
lasting blowdry and 
cutting serious time 
out of your morning 
routine – nature’s 
dry shampoo is 
here! Introducing 
Aveda Shampure 
Dry Shampoo, 
developed to  
instantly revive hair 
and extend style 
with a quick poof of 
natural powders.

 22
Info: aveda.co.uk
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j’adore
For us, Christmas evokes images of purity and 

decadence with shades of white, silver and gold, so it’s 

little wonder this NEW delectable duo from ghd makes us 

feel...well...Christmassy.

The ghd dry and style gift set, launched espeically for 
the festive period, comes with a ghd air and ghd V 
gold classic styler in bespoke arctic gold.

This limited edition set also includes a heat mat and 
arctic gold gift box that will look simply divine under 
the tree.

It wasn’t just the colour that caught our eye [although 
it is an eye-catcher on our dressing table] but with 

the super powerful 2,100 Watt ghd air and the ghd V 
gold classic styler, it’s an all round styling solution. 

Get your hands on yours before they sell out.

RRP: £195

Info: ghdhair.com
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DOUBLE
DARE
THE ZULLO & HOLLAND ART 
TEAM MAKES A BOLD MOVE 
WITH THIS MONOCHROMATIC 
COLLECTION. SENSATIONAL.
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HAIR: ANGELO VALLILLO 
AND THE ZULLO & 

HOLLAND ART TEAM
PHOTOGRAPHY: 
RICHARD MILES

MAKEUP: ROSANNA VELIN
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nights
DARK

 INSPIRED BY 
THE NIGHTMARE 

BEFORE 
CHRISTMAS, THIS 

IS THE BEST TYPE 
OF BAD DREAM 

THERE IS.
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HAIR: DEB GAVIN AND LAURIE HANEY
STYLING: IVIE RICHMAN
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royals
meet the
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 THIS COLLECTION HAS 
A DISTINCT FEELING OF 

VICTORIAN ROYALTY WITH 
A CONTEMPORARY WEST 

END TWIST. 
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HAIR: ROSIE BINNS AND BRENT BARLOW
PHOTOGRAPHY: JAMIE COWLISHAW 
MAKEUP: JEMMA STOKES 
CLOTHES: NICKY RYBKA-GOLDSMITH 
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As a thank you for your commitment to helping hairdressers in need,
we have created three exclusive levels to aspire to:

Join the club at www.habb.org
T: 01737 212494 | info@habb.org | @habbcharity | #HairdressersHelpingHairdressers
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8 out of 10 stylists agree that ILLUMINA COLOR gives the 
most natural-looking colour results they’ve ever seen.*

       ILLUMINA COLOR      

For more information, contact your Wella Professionals Account Manager, 
call 01202 595700 or visit www.wella.com

SHEER LUXURIOUS COLOUR THAT‘S 
LUMINOUS IN EVERY KIND OF LIGHT

• ILLUMINA COLOR elevates light to its highest spectrum revealing 
  previously unseen potential in hair

•      
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